CONCEPT OF "JĪVA (SOUL)" IN JAINA PHILOSOPHY
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The Jaina conception of Jīva (Soul) occupies the first place among the doctrines of independent Soul (Svavlitrajivavāda); for the Jaina view on soul seems more ancient than those held by other Indian philosophical systems. It, moreover, is comprehensible to the common people. Besides, this "sentient principle" was well established as the object of meditation for liberation of Jīna Pārvānāthā in the c. eighth century B. C.¹ In the continuum of Jaina tradition, no fundamental change in the doctrine of soul (which was anciently conceived by the Jaina thinkers through their experience in life and in Nature) came, even up to the present time (unlike in the Buddhist and Vedic traditions in regard to it) even when fresh thoughts on the problem progressively emerged in the field of Indian Philosophy.²

The reference to the concept of the six kāyajīvas (embodied souls or beings),—prthivikāya (earth bodied being), apakāya (water-bodied being), tejakāya (fire-bodied being), vāyukāya (air-bodied being), vanaspatikāya (plant-bodied being) and trasakāya jīvas (mobile beings)³ reveals a belief in animism in Jaina philosophy, indeed a reflection of the old concept of animism which conceived non-difference of Jīva and Śarīra (Soul and body).⁴

There are stated to be many synonyms for Soul—Jīva, Jivāstikāya, prāṇa, bhūta, sattā, vijñā, cetā, jetā, ātmā, pudgala, mānava, etc. The term poggala (Skt. pudgala) stands as the synonym for Soul, just as it is used in the Buddhist texts⁵ to denote Soul or personality, according to the Vātsiputriyas. Jīva is called both poggalī (pudgalī) and poggala (puggala); just as the chātri (holder of umbrella) is known by the chattra (umbrella), the dāṇḍin (staff-holder) by the dāṇḍa (staff), the ghaṭrīn (pot-holder) by the ghaṭa (pot), the pāṭin (cloth holder) by the pāṭa (cloth), the kārin (elephant) by its kara (trunk), so is known Jīva (Soul) to be pudgalin with regard to the sense-organs of hearing, sight, smell, taste and touch, and it is pudgala with regard to Jīva.⁶ According to the commentator Abhayadeva (latter half of the 11th cent. A. D.), Jīva is called pudgala because of integration and disintegration⁷ of bodies etc. It seems that there had been a common tradition to use this word 'poggala' or 'puggala' in order to signify Soul or personality before the era of Jīna Mahāvīra and Gautama Buddha. The definition of Jīva becomes clear by the meanings of its synonymous words; the term 'Jīva' for instance connotes that Soul is consciousness itself and consciousness invariably is Soul.⁸ (He) whoever breathes is invariably Jīva (being); but Jīva breathes in some and does not breathe in other respect⁹, as it is co-extensive with the body. Kundakundācārya (8th cent. A.D.)¹⁰ clarifies the point by defining it in this way: "That which is traikālika (lived in the past, lives at present and will
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live in future) with life-essentials,—five senses, three channels of activities, duration of life and respiration,—and is fashioned by the material substance is Jiva (Soul or Sentient Principle)."\(^{11}\)

The nature of Jiva is thus explained in the Vyākhya-prajñāpti (compiled c. 3rd cent. A. D.): Jivāstikāya is a colourless, odourless, tasteless, touchless, non-corporeal, living, eternal and permanent, and fixed (constant) substance of the Cosmic Universe, having the attribute of consciousness.\(^{12}\) Here Jiva is studied from the aspects of dravya (substance), kṣetra (field or locus), kāla (time), bhāva (condition or state) and guṇa (capacity or quality) in regard to its correlation with them. In it is infinite living substances (aṇaṁtāṁ jivadāvāṁ) from the standpoint of dravya; coextensive with the space of the Cosmic Universe (Lokāpramāṇa) from that of kṣetra; eternal and permanent from that of kāla; colourless, odourless, tasteless and touchless from that of bhāva; and, finally, it is endowed with an attribute of consciousness from that of guṇa, (capacity or quality).\(^{13}\) On the basis of the Āgamic explanation of the nature of Jiva, Umāsvāti (c. 5th cent. A. D.) and the later exponents clearly define it by stating that Soul is permanent in nature, fixed in number, non-corporeal in substance and hence devoid of the characteristics of Matter, namely colour, smell, taste and touch.\(^{14}\)

Jiva is infinite in number and it is different on account of the difference of body; for, in the universe, there are infinite number of living beings having infinite different bodies.\(^{15}\) The doctrine of plurality of souls, having a unity running through them as substances in regard to their substantiality of existence, is advocated in Jaina philosophy, because, it is observed that two or more sentient beings are individual observers and transformers of food; and they bind (i.e. make) separate bodies and assimilate matters or "form bodies" independently. They differ with regard to their respective senses, conditions of soul, attitude of mind, knowledge, and activities. For example, some of them have this consciousness or sentiency (such as "we absorb food-stuff"), while some of them do not have this feeling, but still they take food and so forth.\(^{16}\)

There are countless points of space in one single soul-substance because of its coextensiveness with Lokākāśa (Universe) by expansion.\(^{17}\) "Pradeśa is the unit of three dimensional space which is employed in the measurement of the dimensions of the substance of the Universe. Taking this as the measure, the number of pradeśas in the Universe is said to be countless. The media of motion and rest are coextensive with the Universe and thus have a similar number of pradeśas. Souls are found in different bodies of different dimensions in their mundane state, but each one of these has the capacity of expanding and filling the whole Universe by contraction and expansion of its pradeśas; a soul is capable of occupying the countless pradeśas of the Universe just like the flame of a lamp whose light can fill either a small room or a big hall."\(^{18}\) Thus the number of pradeśas in each individual soul is equal to the number of pradeśas in the Universe, namely countless pradeśas.
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Among many capacities of Soul the main and most comprehensib’e of all the jñānaśakti (capacity of knowledge), viryaśakti (capacity of striving energy), saṁkalpaśakti (capacity of volition or desire) and śraddhāśakti (capacity of right attitude of mind or belief). These capacities are non-different from it. In the machine of human body one feels the experience of another agency which defies the laws of nature, space, and time; there is something which is not physically analysable but is distinct from the object. So it is explained in the Jaina Āgama that Jiva is endowed with energy, exertion, action, strength, effort and vigour, and it manifests its sentiency (Jivabhāva) by the state of itself; because Soul having an inherent attribute of consciousness attains cognition of infinite modes of all kinds of knowledge and those of wrong knowledge, those of self-awareness, etc.

As to the point that the capacities of Jiva are non-different from it, the Jaina Āgama explains that Soul is knowledge i.e. endowed with right knowledge in some respect and is also wrong knowledge. i.e. possessed of wrong knowledge in other respect and knowledge itself is invariably Soul, for consciousness (upayoga) is its inherent quality. Similarly, self-awareness (as one aspect of consciousness) and outside objects are correlated, because Soul is possessed of the capacity of taking note of the natural external objects; it is the ‘knower’. It is also invariably self-awareness (darśana) and self-awareness is invariably Soul itself.

In Jaina Philosophy Soul is studied from the following eight aspects of its capacities, namely dravyātmā (soul as substance), kaśāyātmā (Soul actuated by passion), yogātmā (soul endowed with activity), upayogātmā (soul endowed with consciousness), jñānātmā (soul possessing knowledge), darśanātmā (soul possessing self-awareness), cāritrātmā (soul existing in conduct) and viryaātmā (soul endowed with energy). It manifests itself in and through these stages of life. There exists psychologically an inter-relation among these eight aspects of Soul, for they are interconnected as different aspects of one and the same Soul-Substance. As for example, he who has dravyātmā has in some respect kaśāyātmā and he has not got it in other respect. But he who is endowed with kaśāyātmā has invariably dravyātmā.

Life-essentials of Soul are represented by five senses, mental, vocal and bodily activities, duration of life and respiration. Whatever things and behaviours it makes, such as saṁskāras (forces), etc. are reflected in it, one fine material body (pauḍgalik śarīra) containing an impression of these forces is being formed by it, and that body exists with it, i.e. accompanies it at the time of taking up another new body. As a changing entity Soul always vibrates in different forms, moves further and goes to all directions, then it enters into the world; it agitates and transforms those conditions of living beings. Soul is the agent of all acts of beings, for 18 kinds of sinful acts (act of killing up to the perverted attitude of mind) and the acts of desistance from them, different states of it (bhāva), perception (avagraha), retention (dhāraṇā), exertion, action, etc., up to determinate and indeterminate consciousness of being do not take place without it.
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Jiva (Soul) experiences pleasure, pain, life and death through the agency of Pudgala (Matter).80 “From the empirical point of view a worldly soul draws in fine karmic matter in consequence of the activities of mind, body and speech and experiences their results.”81 Here Jaina metaphysics throws light upon the theory of transmigration of Soul in terms of karmic matter an extraordinary conception which is not found in any other Indian system of thought. While commenting on the aphorism “Sukha-duṣkha-jivitamaraṇopaprahaśca” of the Tattvārthadhiṇagaṇa-Sūtra, Pujyapāda Devanandi explains that “Not only is Matter the basis of pleasure, pain, life and death but one piece of Matter is capable of producing physical and chemical changes in another piece of Matter. This fact is connoted by the word “upagraha” in the Sūtra. The examples cited here are the purification of bronze by the addition of certain ashes, the purification of water by the addition of an organic substance nirmali and tempering of steel with the help of water.”82

Jiva, even being conscious and non-corporeal, becomes corporeal by its only activity of collected (formed) corporeal body up to the moment of the existence of such body.83 In regard to the relation of Soul with mind, speech and body, it is explained that speech and mind are non-soul, i.e. matters, for they are corporeal, non-conscious and non-living, and are associated with the spiritual being-Soul.84 As to its relation with body it is defined that Soul is body, i.e. identical with it, when the former exists in the latter, and non-soul (No-ātā) is also body. It is both corporeal and non-corporeal, conscious and non-conscious, living and non-living and it is of beings and non-beings also.85 The body was destroyed in the past, it exists and undergoes transformation at present, and it will undergo transformation in future into the gross physical, gross physical-cum-translocation—, transformation—, transformation-cum-translocation, translocation—, translocation-cum-karmic, and karmic bodies86 in association with the spiritual being or self, i.e. Soul, for the dehin (possessor of body) existing in eighteen kinds of sinful acts up to determinate and indeterminate consciousness is Jiva and the very Jiva is known to be Jivātmā (Soul of being).87

Umāsvāti explains that “The mundane souls help each other.”88 Ācārya Pujyapāda, while commenting on the aphorism “Parasparapragrahō jivānāṁ” of Umāsvāti, makes it clear that “the master and his servant, the teacher and the taught are the examples of mutual obligation. The master helps the servant with money and the servant repays it through his humble service; a teacher renders a great service through his sound training and advice, while the taught repays it through his good conduct.”89

According to the body, parimāṇa (dimension or extent) of Soul decreases and increases. The decrease and increase of its parimāṇa do not affect its fundamental substantiality; its basic essence remains the same as it is; only its parimāṇa increases or decreases due to the difference of nimitta (cause). This is one kind of pariṇāma-vāda (doctrine of transformation) and it is also Parināminityatāvāda (doctrine of permanence-in-change). Its other aspect is the decrease and increase of the mani-
festation of the quality or capacity (or power) of Soul. Even though the fundamental capacity or inherent quality remains the same in its basic form, still there takes place less or more degrees of purity and impurity (suddhi and abuddhi) in it as a result of effort (purusārtha). It becomes of the nature of permanence-in-change of the capacity.\textsuperscript{40}

It is revealed in the Vyākhya\textsuperscript{6}prajñapti that the soul of an elephant and that of an insect (kunthu) are equal and same in respect of Soul-substance, although their bodies are different in size and extent.\textsuperscript{41} Soul pervades the body in which it exists, e.g. the whole bodies of tortoises, allegators, cows, men, buffaloes, etc., and even their inner parts cut into pieces are pervaded by the pradesas (units) of their respective souls.\textsuperscript{42} “Souls are existent in every iota of space beginning with one or more countless fractions of it up to the whole universe, i.e. if space is divided into countless points, the size of a soul can be so small as to occupy one or more of these points of space and in special cases the size of a single soul can fill the whole universe.”\textsuperscript{43} In the Universe there is no such a place where there is no existence of souls having fine or gross bodies.\textsuperscript{44} This view of Jaina philosophy on the nature of Soul has been severely criticised by Ācārya Śaṅkara with the following arguments that if a soul is equal in extent to its body, it is impossible that the same soul can enter into the bodies of a fly and an elephant.\textsuperscript{45} In fact, there is controversy amongst the philosophers regarding the precise part of the body which should be assigned as the seat of the Soul. Some think it is located in the heart; according to others, it is located in the head or in some specific brain centre. If this view is accepted, it is difficult to think how one could feel the bodily affections as its own. Since body grows from a microscopical size in the mother’s womb to its full proportions to reincarnate into a new seed, it follows that the size of the soul cannot remain fixed.

In the multitude of souls (jīvarūśi) the inherent capacity of soul is accepted as one (equal); nevertheless, the manifestation of each one is not as such. It is conditional upon the strength of its efforts (purusārtha) and other causes. This problem is dealt with in a round about way in the Vyākhya\textsuperscript{6}prajñapti in this manner that there are stated to be eight aspects of Soul, namely dravyātmā (soul as substance), kaśyātmā (soul having passion), yogātmā (soul having activity), upayogātmā (soul endowed with consciousness), jñānātmā (soul endowed with knowledge), darśanātmā (soul endowed with self-awareness), cāritrātmā (soul existing in conduct), and vīryātmā (soul endowed with energy).\textsuperscript{46} It means that the basic capacity of Soul is one, namely consciousness, but it manifests itself in and through these stages. Soul is neither heavy nor light in regard to the weight of the material substance which maintains a specific gravity.\textsuperscript{47} It is imperishable, immortal and impenetrable; none can cause pain or destruction to it nor can cut its inner points (units) by touching it with hand or cutting it with a sharp weapon or burning it with fire; no weapon can enter into it.\textsuperscript{48} The same view in regard to its imperishability, immortality and impenetrability are embodied in the Śrimad Bhagavadgītā in this way: “The soul is never born nor
dies; nor does it exist on coming into being for, it is unborn, eternal, everlasting and primeval; even though the body is slain, the soul is not. Weapons cannot cut it nor can fire burn it; water cannot drench it nor can wind make it dry, for this soul is incapable of being cut; it is proof against fire, impervious to water, and undriable as well. It is explained in the *Vyākhya*prajñāapti that Soul is eternal from the point of view of time (kāla) and non-eternal from that of the state of existence (gati), as it is studied from its substantial and modal aspects, for it was in the past, is at present and will be in future, i.e., it is traikālika, and it undergoes change or transformation (parināma) from one birth to another respectively. The similar view is also embodied in Śrīmad Bhagavadgītā: "This soul is eternal, omnipresent, immovable, constant and everlasting. As a man, discarding worn-out clothes, takes other new ones, likewise the embodied soul, casting off worn-out bodies, enters into others which are new."

Soul in finite from the aspects of dravya (substance) and kṣetra (field or locus) and infinite from those of kāla (time) and bhāva (condition), because it is one single substance from the point of view of dravya and it is possessed of countless points (pradeśas) and immersed in countless points of space of the Universe from that of kṣetra; and it is infinite from that of kāla and bhāva, for it is traikālika and endowed with infinite modes of knowledge, self-awareness, conduct, neither heaviness nor lightness, etc.

In a nutshell the nature of Jiva conceived in Jaina Philosophy is this that it is supersensuous, imperishable, immortal, impenetrable, non-corporeal, eternal as well as non-eternal, infinite but also finite, and dynamic in nature. It is to be observed here that there is the sameness of Jaina Ātmata (Principle of Soul) all along the course of its development. The tradition of Jina Pārśvanātha and Jina Mahāvīra regarding Soul is continuing up to the present day, but the concept of Soul has changed to some extent, as is evidenced in the evolution of the doctrine "Tajjivāṁ taccharāṁ" and that of the theory "Taṁ jīvāṁ taṁ śāriraṁ". In the early period the common people had simple thoughts and views: "That which is Jiva (Soul) is śārira (body)." Following this conception Cārvāka maintains that Jiva (conscious being) and śārira (body) do not exist after death, for he did not accept the doctrine of rebirth. But the Jainas admit soul as distinct from body and the theory of rebirth; hence they also accept both gross and fine bodies. As a result, they conceive the idea of the fine body (Kārmaṇaśārīra) from the doctrine of rebirth of Jiva and accept the gross body, together with soul, from the conception of the prthivikāya (earth-body) up to the vanaspatsākāya (plant-body) and trasakaśikā (body of mobile being). But later on it is found that body and soul of worldly beings (sāṃsāraṁ) are non-different. Gradually the concept of Jivāṁ and Paramāṁ also was accepted by them. Consequently, they admit the degree (or difference = tāratamya) of the mind of the one senses being. In the current of thought of men there took place the
birth of meditation as a result of which the fourteen stages of spiritual development (guṇasthāna) was considered for the spiritual attainment, for when they accepted rebirth, then there arose the question of karma-kāṇḍa (action), pāpa (demerit or vice) and puṇya (merit or virtue), svarga (heaven) and naraka (hell), austerity and meditation on Soul.

The Jaina view and the Sāṃkhya-Yoga conception of the nature of Soul

The study of the Sāṃkhya-Yoga system of thought reveals that like Jaina Philosophy it accepts each individual soul endowed with beginningless and endless inherent consciousness.\(^6\)\(^7\) It admits the existence of infinite souls (i.e. plurality of souls) by conceiving soul as distinct due to the difference of body. That is to say, “The plurality of the spirits is established, because birth, death and organs are allotted separately, because there is no activity at one time, and because there are different modifications of the three attributes”\(^8\)\(^9\)

The Jaina and Sāṃkhya-Yoga systems differ on the point that the latter does not admit Soul’s capacity of contraction and expansion as being equal to the extent of the body or pariṇāmitva (changeability) in consciousness from the point of view of substance as maintained by the former, but both of them accept the reality of consciousness (cetana-tattva) as unchangeable permanent (kūṭaṣṭha-nitya), eternal and all-pervading. The Sāṃkhya-Yoga philosophy does not conceive any kind of guṇa (quality or attribute) or possibility of dharma (characteristic or change in Jivatattva (Sentient Principle) because of non-acceptance of kartṛta-bhokṛtya (doership and enjoyership) and guṇaguni-bhāva (relation of attribute and substratum of attribute), or dharmadharmi-bhāva (relation of characteristic and possessor of characteristic), just as the doership and enjoyership in Soul, the decrease and increase or change in Qualities (guṇas) as purity and impurity in it are found in the Jaina tradition. The Sāṃkhya says: “And from that contrast it follows that the spirit is endowed with the characteristics of witnessing, isolation, indifference, perception, and inactivity. Therefore, the non-intelligent linga becomes as if intelligent on account of its contact with that (spirit). And although the activity belongs to the Attributes, yet the indifferent (spirit) seems as if it were an agent”\(^5\)\(^9\)

Jaina metaphysics admits one material subtle body being formed around Soul, for it is regarded as the receiver of the impression of all karma-pudgalas (karmic matters) fallen on it as a result of auspicious or inauspicious mental effort or apprehension (adhyavasāya). That material body (kārmāṅa-sarira) becomes the container or the medium (material agency) of Soul from one birth to another. In the Sāṃkhya-Yoga system, inspite of having accepted Soul or consciousness itself as unchangeable or immutable (apariṇāmi), indifferent spectator (alipta), devoid of
doership and all-pervading, the conception of each individual subtle body (liṅgaśarīra) per se (puruṣa) has been made to the cause of its rebirth. That subtle body itself only is the doer and enjoyer, the substratum of qualities, such as, knowledge and ignorance, merit and demerit, etc., like the soul of Jaina Philosophy; and it is having change as its decrease and is endowed with the capacity of contraction and expansion just as the Soul of the Jaina system possesses. In short it can be said that except the inherent capacity of consciousness, all those whatever characteristics (dharman), quality (guna) or modification (paripāma) are existent in the Soul of Jaina metaphysics are accepted in the intellect (buddhitattva) or subtle body (liṅgaśarīra), of the Śāṅkhya-Yoga Philosophy. “The subtle body (liṅgaśarīra), formed primevally, unimpeded, permanent, composed of intellect and the rest down to the subtle elements incapable of enjoyment, migrates and is endowed with disposition.”

According to Jaina Philosophy, Soul, though non-corpooreal in its natural state, can become ‘corpooreal’ in actuality by the non-different relation (tādātmya-yoga) of the corpooreal karmic body, while the Sentient Principle (cetana-tattva) of the Śāṅkhya-Yoga is accepted to so much extreme point of view that no impression (reflection) of the non-living substance or of corpooreal subtle physical matter, which always exists in its contact, falls on it, but the reflection of Puruṣa (Self) on the transparent intellect (buddhi-tattva) and that of the characteristic existing in the intellect (buddhigata-dharma) on Puruṣa (Self’) are admitted by this system of thought because of their mutual relation of nearness (sāmānāya), it is only supposed to be unreal and phenomenal for this reason. As for example, just as there does not take place any real shadow or impression of a portrait (citra) on the looking glass or mirror (ākāśa), just so the impression of Puruṣa (Self) on the intellect (buddhi-tattva) and vice versa should be regarded. “Therefore, not only (spirit) is bound or liberated, nor (does any) migrate. It is the Nature, abiding in manifold forms that migrates or is bound or liberated.”

The Jaina metaphysics accepts such capacities like knowledge, energy, self-awareness, etc., while the Śāṅkhya-Yoga regards them as existing in the subtle body like intellect (buddhi-tattva), but not as inherent in the self (cetana-tattva).

In the Jaina system of thought, even though there being the capacity of each individual soul as equal, its manifestation is accepted according to the effort (puruṣārtha) and cause (nimitta). Similarly, in the Śāṅkhya-Yoga the subtle body or the intellect is regarded as the cause. That is, although all the intellects are having equal capacity in the natural form, still again, their manifestation is conditional upon the strength of distinction between body and Soul, effort and other cause.

The Jaina-Śāṅkhya Views and the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika Conception of the Nature of Soul

Like the Śāṅkhya-Yoga Philosophy, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika conceives beginningless and endless, infinite soul-substances as distinct by the difference of body; but having not accepted Soul as intermediate dimension (madhyama parimāṇa) like the Jaina
metaphysics, this system admits it as all-pervasive just as the Śāmkhya-Yoga regards it.\(^6\) The Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, having denied the idea of *madhyama-parimāṇa* or contraction and expansion of Soul, accepts it as unchangeable permanent (*küṣṭastha-nitya*)\(^7\) from the point of view of substance like the Śāmkhya-Yoga, otherwise in that case it would have been non-eternal. Nevertheless, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika agrees with Jaina Philosophy in regard to the relation of quality and substance (*guṇa-guṇi* or *dharma-dharmī*) having fallen apart from the Śāmkhya-Yoga system in this respect, which accepts *cetana* (Self) as partless and devoid of any kind of quality (*guṇa*) or characteristic (*dharma*). It accepts Soul as the substratum of many qualities.\(^8\) In spite of there being its agreement with Jaina metaphysics in this respect, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika appears to differ from the former in other respects.

The Jaina Philosophy, having accepted inseparable capacities like inherent eternal consciousness, bliss, energy, etc., in Soul, admits their ever-newer modes at every moment, whereas the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika system does not admit such inseparable inherent eternal capacities like consciousness (*cetanā*), etc. in the Soul-Substance; nevertheless, it accepts knowledge, bliss, pain, desire, hatred, effort, merit, and demerit, etc., as the qualities possessed by Soul.\(^9\)

The existence of these qualities continues up to the relation (i.e. existence) of the body and they are produced and destroyed.\(^10\) These nine qualities of the Soul-Substance, namely intelligence, bliss and others conceived by the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika are of the status of the modes of the inherent capacity of Soul as formulated in Jaina Philosophy. Nevertheless, the basic difference between these two systems is that, according to the latter, the pure mode or transformation of the capacities like inherent consciousness (or sentiency) bliss, energy, etc., in the Soul-Substance or the continuous whole of their modes in it is taking place even in such state of its liberation when released from the body (*videha-muktavasthā*) also, though there may not be the physical relation, connection or activity (*śarīra-yoga*), whereas from the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika point of view there is no possibility of any such pure or impure, momentary or permanent qualities like intelligence (*buddhi*), etc., in the Soul-Substance at the state of liberation from the body or the separation from the body,\(^11\) because this philosophy does not accept the capacities like inherent consciousness, etc., in it like Jaina metaphysics. Here, though the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika Philosophy agrees with the Śāmkhya-Yoga on one point, it differs from the latter on the others.

The Śāmkhya-Yoga system accepts the Self as absolutely partless (*nirāmiśa*) and unchangeable, permanent in itself (*küṣṭastha-nitya*) and self-manifested consciousness (*svayām-prakāśa-cetana-rūpa*). Hence, just as this philosophy regards it as devoid of any kind of relation of qualities like *buddhi* (intelligence), etc. in the worldly condition, so it is in the liberated state, whereas the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika philosophy does not accept Soul as natural consciousness; nevertheless, it conceives Soul as endowed with the qualities like *buddhi* (intelligence), etc. in the physical condition. But at the time of
liberation, because of there being the absence of such qualities in it, Soul becomes devoid of qualities (nirguna) in one respect just like the Self (Puruṣa) of the Sāṁkhya-Yoga. That is to say, in the liberated condition the Soul, having been bereft of qualities with the marks of origination and destruction by all means, becomes attributeless substance like the Self (Puruṣa) of the Sāṁkhya-Yoga. Similarly, according to the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika philosophy, the liberated Soul becomes ākāśa-kalpa. But between these two systems, the difference is this much only that ākāśa, being a non-corporeal even, is accepted as material (bhautika), while Soul is non-corporeal and non-material. There is no iota of difference between the emancipated soul and ākāśa (space or ether) from the point of view of the absence of inherent consciousness and the qualities like buddhi (intelligence), etc., or of their modes. Ākāśa is one single whole, while the liberated Soul is infinite in number. This numerical difference comes into thought.

The Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika system has the remarkable similarity and dissimilarity with the Jaina and Sāṁkhya-Yoga Philosophies in regard to many other aspects of the nature of Soul. Jaina metaphysics accepts the natural doership and enjoyership in Soul; so do the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika admit such capacities in it. But the doership and enjoyership of Soul of the former system continue even in its perfect liberated condition, while such is not the case with the latter. So long there is the body, the origination and destruction of the qualities like knowledge (or intelligence), desire, etc., take place in Soul, there exist the doership and enjoyership in it up to the end, but there does not remain any trace of them in its liberated state. Similarly, Soul as conceived in the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika becomes identical with the Self (Puruṣa) of the Sāṁkhya-Yoga in its liberated condition.

The concept of the doership and enjoyership in Soul of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika is of different kind. It accepts the Soul-Substance as unchangeable permanent (kūṭastha-nitya); hence the doership and enjoyership of any kind can not be explained to take place in it directly. For this reason, this philosophy brings about such doership and enjoyership in it by accepting the origination and destruction of the qualities in it. It says: “When there is the inheritance of the qualities like knowledge, desire, effort, etc., in the soul, then it is the doer and enjoyer.” But in the absence of these qualities by all means in the liberated condition of Soul, there does not exist any perceptible or conceivable doership and enjoyership in it. Nevertheless, such usage was made from the point of view of the past.

Like the Jaina system the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, even having accepted the doership and enjoyership of Soul, can explain its kūṭastha-nityatā (unchangeable permanence), for, according to its views, the qualities like knowledge, etc. are by all means distinct from it (Soul-Substance). Therefore, there take place origination and destruction of its qualities, even then this system brings about its absolute permanence conceived by its own theory because of the view of distinction of the quality and its substratum. The Sāṁkhya tradition does not accept the existence of any kind of qualities in the Self for explaining its absolute permanence. And there where comes up the question of change.
or another state brought about by the relation of another one, it is done or devised by this system analogically or imaginatively. Whereas the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika explains the absolute permanence of Soul by another method. It has admitted the qualities as inherent in the Soul-Substance; even though they are subject to origination and destruction, still this system has denied any kind of real change in the substratum-substance, taking place due to them. Its argument is this that the quality is by all means different from the substratum-substance, hence its origination and destruction are neither the origination and destruction nor another state of the Soul-Substance. In this way the Śaṅkhya-Yoga and Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika systems propounded the theory of the unchangeable permanence of the real entity—Soul in their respective manners, but the basic current of the doctrine of absolute permanence in regard to it is preserved as one and the same in these two traditions.

Like the Jaina Philosophy, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika accepts this view also that saṁskāra (impression or force of the past action) of a being falls on the Soul-Substance because of the auspicious and inauspicious or pure and impure actions of an individual being, but as the Jaina system explains the fine material body (kārmaṇa-śarīra) having the reflection or shadow (chāyā) of that saṁskāra (impression or force), the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika does not do so, nevertheless, it had to conceive something because of its accepting the doctrine of rebirth of Soul. In accordance with this view it admits that Soul cannot go and come on account of its being all pervasive, but one atomic mind or atom-like mind is associated with each soul; it goes by moving to the place of taking up another body on the destruction of one body (i.e. the previous body). This change of place by the mind is the rebirth of Soul. According to the Jaina Philosophy, Soul itself goes to another place of its rebirth along with its subtle material body (kārmaṇa-śarīra), while the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika maintains that the meaning of rebirth is not the change of place of Soul, but the change of place of the mind.

Here the process of determining rebirth of the Śaṅkhya-Yoga system compares well with that of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, for the former conceives that the intellect (buddhi) or the subtle body (liṅga-śarīra) which is the substratum of the qualities like merit and demerit, etc., and which being madhyama-parimāṇa (intermediate dimension) is also motive at the time of death; it goes from one place to another by giving up the gross body, while the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, having accepted eternal atom-like mind as motive, but not such subtle body of the Śaṅkhya-Yoga, has accounted for the process of rebirth of Soul. According to Jaina metaphysics, Soul has been admitted as making movement with the subtle karmic body for rebirth, but there is no place for capacity of making any kind of motion in Soul conceived in the Śaṅkhya-Yoga and Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika systems of thought. They maintain that the rebirth of Soul means the going and coming of its upādhi (attribute).

Like the Jaina Philosophy, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika admits the real elevation or rise and fall of Soul according to the dimension-magnitude of knowledge, belief (right
attitude) and energy, i.e. effort or purity-impurity of human effort in it, but not like the Sāmkhya-Yoga tradition, as supposed by the relation of the attributive subtle body.\textsuperscript{90}

The Nature of Soul: Buddhist View

In order to deal with the nature of Soul in the Buddhist Philosophy, it is to be noted that the central idea of Lord Buddha that he could not perceive the permanence of any entity or substance made a tremendous influence on the later entire retinue of his followers. So, one undivided theory in regard to the nature of Soul did not remain fixed in the Buddhist Nikāyas as it happens in the case of the Jaina, Sāmkhya-Yoga, and Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika systems of thought.

In the history of the Buddhist Philosophy or the Buddhist determination of reality in regard to the nature of Soul there are found five divisions: (1) \textit{Pudgala-nairūtmyavāda}, (2) \textit{Pudgalāstivāda}, (3) \textit{Traikālika-dharmavāda} and \textit{Vartamāna-dharmavāda}, (4) \textit{Dharma-nairūtmya} or \textit{Niḥsvabhāva} or \textit{Śunyavāda}, and (5) The \textit{Viṣṇunavāda}.\textsuperscript{90} The Pāli Piṭaka says in one voice that the reality whose determination the other thinkers make in the form of Soul is like the momentary combination of mutually undivided feelings, ideas, volitions and other faculties and pure sensation or general consciousness.\textsuperscript{91} That is to say, there is no Soul apart from feelings, ideas, volitions, etc.\textsuperscript{92} The Buddhists make mention of it by the term ‘nāma’. In the Upaniṣads\textsuperscript{93} the words ‘nāma-rūpa’ appear jointly and also a reference is there that any fundamental reality manifests itself in the nature of nāma (name) and rūpa (form). Lord Buddha did not accept any such different fundamental reality from which there may be the manifestation of nāma, but he admitted ‘nāma’ as an independent reality like the rūpa; and this reality also is beginningless and endless because of being first indicated as aggregate (\textit{saṁghāta-rūpa}) and bound in issues (\textit{santatibaddha}). Prof. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya this way explains the point: “By name ‘nāma’ we understand primarily the mind (citta, vijñāna, manas (consciousness) and secondarily the mentals (\textit{caitaslaka dharmas}, i.e. feeling, perception, and the co-effects of consciousness (vedanā, saṁjñā, saṁskāra). As the mind with the mentals ‘inclines’ (namati) towards \textit{objects}, it is called nāma”.\textsuperscript{94} It can be observed in the evidence of the Piṭaka that the stream of the aggregate of feelings, ideas, volitions and other faculties and consciousness is continuously flowing.

This theory is known as \textit{Pudgala-nairūtmyavāda} because of there being no place of the permanent reality of the Soul-Substance (\textit{Pudgala dravya}) in this consciousness—centred current. But on the other side, there were four groups of the Buddhist order and many of the advocates of the doctrine of eternal Soul. When there might have begun the charge of Soullessness (\textit{nairūtmya}) from their quarters (four groups of the Buddhist order) and some people holding the view of the doctrine of eternality of Soul, might have joined the Buddhist order, then they again established the doctrine of Soul in their own manner. This doctrine is met with is the \textit{Kathāvatthu}; the \textit{Tattvasaṁgraha}
etc., as the opponent of the Ekadesiya Buddhists. It is stated in the Tattvasanāgraha that “some people who regard themselves as Baudhāyas describe the soul by the name of ‘Pudgala’ and declare it to be neither the same as, nor different from the Skandha, thought-phases.” That is the Vātsiputriyas postulate the soul under the pretended name of ‘Pudgala’ which cannot be said to be either ‘the same as’ or ‘different from’ the ‘thought-phases’. These Sammaitiyas or Vātsiputriyas said that there is Pudgala (personality) or Jiva-dravya (Soul-Substance) in a real sense, but when they were asked what is the existential form (astitva rūpa) as such, then they made denial of it. In this way, it is true that the doctrine of Pudgalāsti came up itself within the Buddhist Order. But it could not adjust itself with the basic central point of view of Buddha; at last its name died out consequently.

The doctrine of Pudgala-nairātmya was developing in many forms. The main thought was how could it stand before the advocates of the doctrine of eternal Soul and how could the account for rebirth and bondage, liberation, etc., be made in a comprehensive manner, besides giving reply to the charges of the opponents against it. Out of this thought there emerged Sarvastivāda (the doctrine of the traikālika existence of all entities). The advocates of this doctrine made the application of ‘nāmatattva’ (the Principle of consciousness) by the word ‘citta’ also, and determined this citta (the aggregates of feelings, ideas, volitions and other faculties and pure sensation or consciousness) by dividing it into many co-born new comers (i.e. co-effects or issues) and common and uncommon elements. This doctrine of Sarvastivādins made the subtlest analysis of citta (mind) and of its various conditions or caitasikas (mental faculties), but in spite of adhering to its own fundamental doctrine of momentariness, it established the traikālikatā (the existence of three points of time) of each individual citta (mind) and caitasika (mental faculty) in its own manner by admitting the past and future times. For example, “on the ground of the gold continuing to be the same, when it comes to be regarded as something permanent to some Buddhists like Dharmatrāta and others, (they) hold (on the basis of this) that the thing (by itself permanent) passes through diverse states.”

In the face of this view there began again an opposition to this doctrine of the Sarvastivādins that Buddha was only the advocate of the doctrine of momentariness of entities and the present time, then how could the theory of the three points of time (traikālikatā) be reconciled with that view of the Master? The admission of the existence of three points of time was only the entrance of doctrine of eternity through the back door. Out of this thought there emerged the doctrine of Sautrāntikas. It maintained the postulation of the entire developed structure of elements of citta-caitasikas (mind and mental faculties) but freed these elements (dharmas) by all means from the fold of the traikālika existence and established its view of only present existence.

Thus, there went on a strong mutual dispute among the Buddhist in regard to Reality. Some established the doctrine of Sat (Existence); others founded an entirely
opposite doctrine of Asat (Non-Existence); some did both; some established the theory of anubhava (experience or realization). Similarly, many groups, holding Reality as permanent, non-permanent, both (permanent and non-permanent), not-both and one, many, both (one and many), not-both, etc., were continuing. It appeared to Nāgārjuna that it was not proper to fall in the line of these groups in accordance with the middle path of Buddha. This thought led him to the direction of Reality (tattva) which was free from these catuṣkoṭis (groups or points of disputation). And consequently he established Śūnyavāda (the doctrine of essencelessness or voidness of all appearances) out of this deliberation. ‘Śūnya’ means dharma-nairātmya or niḥsvabhāvatā. It was not the middle path to be bound in any Dharmin (substratum) or Dharma (element) and in this or that side. That which is Transcendental Reality is free from points of disputation or groups (catuṣkoṭis) and is only apprehensible by knowledge. For this reason, even while determining Śūnyavāda, he maintained madhyamapratipadā or the doctrine of spiritual elevation also.

After this came at last the Yogācāra school to which it appeared as such that Śūnyavāda did not make a determination of any Reality by bhāvātmaka (thoughtful or emotional) or methodical way. Consequently, nāma-tattva of Buddha, which centred on consciousness; also became as void (śūnyavat) in the views of the people. Certainly, such a thought led the Yogācārin to the side of the doctrine of consciousness. They established nāma, citta, cetanā, or ātmā (mind, consciousness or soul), whatever one calls them, as the only vijñāpti (consciousness or beginningless root ideas or instinct of mind). The speciality of this theory from the first four doctrines as discussed above is this that the early Buddhists, having accepted the actual existence of the external matter apprehended by pure sensation or the senses (vijñānahāya-indriyagrāhaya-bhūtabhāvītaka-tattva), used to think on the problem, while the Vijnānavādins—old and new, did not admit the separate existence of such external matters and said that the corporeal reality (mūrtatattva) which the Buddhist and other than the Buddhists called ‘Rūpa’ (Matter) is one aspect of nature or consciousness itself (vijñāna) only, but it appears to be different from consciousness due to ignorance (avidyā) desire (vāsanā) and hypocrisy (sānvirtti). In this way the Buddhist tradition regarding the nature of Soul at last became established in the Vijnānavāda of the Yogācāra School, after having crossed many stages, and Dharmakirti, Śāntarakṣita, and Kamalaśīla made successful attempts to make it comprehensible by the intellect. Whatever branch of the Buddhist Philosophy may be the real distinction of the issues of citta (Citta-santāna) of its own doctrine or of Jiva (Soul) by the difference of body is desirable to it. The Vijnānavādavādins, who did not accept anything other than consciousness as real, also followed the postulation of the distinction of Soul by the difference body, having accepted the real mutual distinction of the issues of consciousness. This postulation was one general characteristic of the Śramanic tradition.

In regard to the dimension of Citta, Vijnāna-santati or Jiva, the Buddhist tradition did not bring forward any real thought by which it can certainly be said in this
way that it is anuvādin (the advocate of the atomic dimension of soul) or deha-pari-
māṇavādin (the advocate of the doctrine of the dimension of Soul up to the extent of
body). Nevertheless, it is stated in some places in the Buddhist works that ‘Hadaya-
vatthu’ (heart-entity) is the seat of substratum of Citta or Vijñana. From this fact it
can be said that, though the Buddhists might not have made any genuine consideration
of Citta or Jivatattva from the point of view of dimension, they still might have accept-
ed the impact of consciousness in the form of feelings like pleasure, pain, etc., pervad-
ing the whole body.

It appears that, as the systems of thought like the Jaina, Sāṅkhya-Yoga, etc.,
admit the subtle body, moving from one place of birth to another, in order to explain
the process of rebirth in their respective manners, so too the Buddhists might have
accepted a similar process from the beginning. If anybody, having died, is just to be
reborned at another place, then a Gandharva8 waits up to seven days for a favourable
occasion. On the basis of the conception of Gandharva, the discussion on the antara-
bhava-śarira (the body of intermediate stage of life) has been made by the Buddhists,
and the view was supported by Vasubandhu and others.9 While Buddhaghoṣa explained
the upatti (production or birth) of pratisandhi by giving some example, without
accepting any such antara-bhava-śarira.96

The Upaniṣadic view on the Nature of Soul

In regard to the nature of Soul and of the Brahman difference of conception and
of thought is noticable in different early Upaniṣads and several times at different places
of the same Upaniṣad. It can then be said that the voice of the entire Upaniṣads is
not one and the same in this respect. For this reason, many separate developments
of thought on the nature of Soul went on from the very start among the thinkers
holding the basis of the concept of Soul in the Upaniṣads. Out of these developments
Vādarāyaṇa composed the Brahmasūtra for the establishment of his own cherished
views and mentioned also some other views which previously were current. Many
commentaries were being written on it, and the bud of thought, which was in existence
from the beginning, blossomed forth in the form of further explanations, but these
date commentaries today are not found just as they originally were.

As soon as Ācārya Śaṅkara wrote a commentary on the Brahmasūtra, etc., and
established the doctrine of Māyā (Illusion), a reaction started again. The thinkers
to whom this Māyāvāda was not acceptable wrote commentaries on the Brahmasūtra
by opposing this doctrine, having followed the path of any one of the previous teachers.
There is more or less mutual difference of views in their thoughts; some difference of
views is found in the application of definition and example: Even then all of them are
agreed upon one point that Śaṅkara, says that such Soul has only the illusory
(māyika) experience, not real, for it is also real, and this Soul having the real existence
is also distinct by the difference of body and permanent.95
Every Ācārya like Śaṅkara and others took mainly the basis of the Upaniṣads in support of his views and produced one and the same reading in different places in different manners. Like this many diverse development of thoughts are found in the Upaniṣads but it can be said by making their classification that the first is the party of Ācārya Śaṅkara, the second is that of Madhva, and all the remaining Ācāryas are in the third group.

Śaṅkara, not condensing that there is any really real existence except Brahman, explains the multiplicity of individual souls as experienced in practical life in terms of Māyā (Illusion) or Avidyāśakti (power of Nescience). This power also is not independent of the Brahman. Hence, according to his view, the mutual distinction between Soul and Brahman is not real (īttvika). Madhva maintained an opposite view to that of Ācārya Śaṅkara in regard to Soul by asserting that it is not imaginary but is real, and it is also distinct from the Brahman. In this way the view of Madhva finds place in the doctrine of infinite eternal Souls. Bhāskara and all other Ācāryas actually accept Soul, but as a modification, an effect or a part of the Brahman. The modification, effect, or part, however, may be due to the power of the Brahman, but they are not at all illusory. Thus, the development on the concept of Soul went on progressing in the thinking of different Ācāryas.

The current of the Vedantic thought regarding the concept of Soul has continued in the traditions of aiming at Monism, namely, Kevalādvaita (Absolute Monism), Satyopādhi-advaita, Viṣiṣṭādvaita, Dvaitādvaita, Avibhāgādvaita, Śuddhādvaita and Acintabhedābheda, and it is also finding support in the form of Dvaitavāda (Dualism).

Soul is nothing independent of the Brahman. (It is nothing at all). Hence, according to Śaṅkara, the (multiplicity of) individual Souls and their mutual difference are both unreal. Śaṅkara, admitting the Brahman to be the only real Reality, explains the multiplicity of individual souls as also the multiplicity (i.e. the multiplicity exhibited in) the world in terms of Māyā (Illusion). Hence, according to his view, individual soul is not independent and real entity. It is rather a mere appearance of the really real Brahman, an appearance due to the association of Māyā, Avidyā (Nescience) or Antaḥkaraṇa (internal organ). Even this appearance ceases to be there with the individual soul’s realization of its own identity with the Brahman. Absolute Monism has to make a possibility of mutual distinction of individual souls just as it has to make a possibility of the relation of Soul with the Brahman because of there being only pure and undivided consciousness as its objective. Besides this, it has to determine the transmigration of Soul from body to body in order to effect rebirth. At the root, when there is only one transcendental reality and many kinds of distinction are to be made, then its only way is left to take the support of Māyā or Avidyā.
The disciples of Ācārya Śaṅkara and his commentators conceived many ideas about the nature of Soul; they appear to be contradictory to one another many times. Some of their conceptions are given below:—

Pratibimbavāda:—Soul is conceived by some Ācāryas like Vidyārañya Svāmī and others in their respective manners as the reflection of the Brahman. Some accept such reflection as existing in (or deriving from) ignorance (avidyāgata); some admit it as existing in the internal sense-organ or the mind-substance (antahkaraṇagata); the third one regards it as existing in non-intelligence (ajñanagata). Thus, Pratibimbavāda (Doctrine of the reflection of the Brahman) has been supported in different forms.\textsuperscript{100}

Avacchedavāda:—Some Ācāryas, having put the word ‘Avaccheda’ in place of ‘Pratibimba’ say that the Brahman reflected an the antahkaraṇa (internal sense-organ or mind-substance), etc., is not Soul but the Brahman narrowed or conditioned by the limitations of the antahkaraṇa (antahkaraṇavacchinna-Brahman) only is the nature (svarūpa) of Soul.\textsuperscript{101}

Brahmajīvavāda:—This doctrine maintains that Soul is neither the reflection (pratimba) of the Brahman or its limited condition (avaccheda), but the unmodified Brahman itself is respectively Soul due to the cause of the spiritual ignorance as well as the Brahman because of the knowledge of spiritual truth.\textsuperscript{102} Thus, these three views are mainly prevalent among the Kevalādvaitavādins in regard to the nature of Soul.

According to Bhāskara, the Brahman transforms Itself into Soul like the universe by Its various kinds of powers. So Soul is the modification of the Brahman and is endowed with activity, i.e. it is true because of being born of satyopādhi (limitation or condition of truth).\textsuperscript{103} Even though the Brahman is one, still Its modifications may be many; there is no contradiction between oneness and manifoldness or multiplicity.\textsuperscript{104} Just as one and the same sea is perceived as many in the form of waves, so is Soul the part and modification of the Brahman and there is the real existence of it insofar as it exists in association with ignorance, desires, and actions.\textsuperscript{105} On the cessation of ignorance this Soul, which is atomic in nature, realises oneness or identity with the Brahman.

Rāmānuja, the advocate of Viśiṣṭādvaitavāda (qualified Monism), having conceived Soul, like the universe as the unmanifest body of the Brahman at the root, explains that unmanifest to be the manifest Soul and manifest prapāṇa in succession. All these that the unmanifest power of consciousness (cit-śakti) attains the form of the manifest soul and acts also, happen due to the cause of Parabrahma Nārāyaṇa\textsuperscript{106} who exists in both fine and gross, inanimate and animate substances by pervading them. “The Self is often called jñāna, or consciousness, because of the fact that it is self-revealing as consciousness.”\textsuperscript{107} As the individual souls and the inanimate
creation are parts of the Brahman, "so their identity (abheda) with Brahman", becomes primary as their difference (bhedā), inasmuch as the substance may be considered to be different from its attributes."\textsuperscript{108}

As Dvaitādvaitavādin (advocate of the doctrine of the Absolute as unity in difference), Nimbārka accepts the modification of Parabrahman in the form of infinite souls, even though he regards Parabrahman as non-different essence or nature (abhīnasvārūpa). "Just as the life force or prāṇa manifests itself into various kinds of conative and cognitive sense-functions, yet keeps its own independence, integrity and difference from them, so the Brahman also manifests itself through the numberless spirits and matter without losing itself in them."\textsuperscript{109} These souls are not imposed (āropita), as the Brahman is at once one with and different from the souls.

According to the doctrine of Avibhāgādvaita of Vijñānabhinī, Puruṣa (Self) is beginningless and independent like Prakṛti, even then it cannot exist as separate or distinguishable from the Brahman.\textsuperscript{110} All souls exists as undivided with It and are regulated by Its power.\textsuperscript{111}

Vallabha, the Śuddhādvaitavādin, says that like the Universe, Soul too is the real modification of the Brahman. It has manifested itself by Its own will with the preponderance of the elements of being, consciousness, and bliss (saccidānanda) in Its three forms as matter, soul, and the Brahman. In spite of such modification born of Its will, It exists only as unmodified and pure.\textsuperscript{112}

According to Śri Caitanya also, the Brahman manifests itself as infinite souls by virtue of Its Jivaśakti (the power represented by the pure selves). The relation of these souls with the Brahman is bhedābheda (identity-cum-difference),\textsuperscript{113} but it is unthinkable (acintānitya), for the Brahman exists one with itself and yet produces the universe through Its own unthinkable, indeterminable, and inscrutable power.\textsuperscript{114}

All the doctrines from that of Bhāskara to that of Caitanya maintain that Soul is atomic in nature and size; it becomes liberated, when there takes place the destruction of ignorance by knowledge, devotion, etc. In the liberated condition it realizes identity or oneness with the Brahman, i.e. Its true nature, in one or other form.\textsuperscript{115} All the Ācāryas, having advocated aprujīva (atomic soul) makes the tenability of rebirth of Soul brought about by the subtle body.

Madhva, even though being a Vedāntin, does not take recourse to any kind of Monism or non-difference (identity). On the basis of Upaniṣads and other works he establishes a theory that Soul is atomic (apur) and infinite, but because of being independent and eternal, it is neither the modification of Parabrahman, nor Its effect, nor its part. When Soul becomes free of ignorance it realizes the lordship of the Brahman or Viṣṇu.\textsuperscript{116}
A critical study of the nature of Soul as conceived by the Indian systems of thought reveals that the Jaina conception of Soul appeals to the common sense, besides its metaphysical value. Its importance lies in the fact that it reflects the doctrine of animism by admitting six kāyajīvas pervaded by Soul, namely pṛthivikāya-jīva (earth-bodied being), āpkāya-jīva (water-bodied being), tejakāya-jīva (fire-bodied being), vāyukāya-jīva (air-bodied being), vanāspatikāya-jīva (plant-bodied being) and trasakāyajīva (mobile being), as they exist in Nature.
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